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Building in floodplains
can result in threats to
human life and
property as seen in this
photo of the Vanport
flood of 1948.
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Introduction
w./ater defines our landscape. Thanks to a
happy coincidence of geography and topography,
the Portland metropolitan region is blessed with
abundant water. So well-watered is our corner of
Oregon, that we would find it difficult, if not
impossible, to go anywhere in these parts and
not encounter some water feature - whether it's
a lake, pond, river, stream or wetland. As
Oregonians, we are also accustomed to the
sound of raindrops falling on our streets, fields
and forests.
This report discusses water issues, specifically
the need to protect stream, wetland and flood-
plains. It provides an introduction to the impor-
tance of stream and floodplain protection for
citizens, planners and policy makers in the
Portland metropolitan area.
Inside, you'll find facts about stream, wetland
and floodplain issues in your community and the
region. This report takes a look at the functions
and values of the wet landscape, examines the
causes and effects of problems, and shows how
Metro is addressing these problems and what
you can do to get involved.
Metro's Role in Stream and
Floodplain Protection
You might wonder why Metro is working on
stream and floodplain protection. Metro is the
directly elected regional government that works
with partners from the 24 cities and three
counties in the Portland area. Metro's charter
requires it to address issues of regional signifi-
cance such as land-use and transportation
planning as well as regional parks and open
spaces. Protecting streams and floodplains is
part of a larger effort to create livable communi-
ties now and for future generations. The Re-
gional Framework Plan, adopted by the Metro
-
Council in December 1997, outlines strategies
for protecting the values that citizens have said
are most important: access to nature, ability to
get around the region, resources for future
generations, a strong regional economy, clean air
and water, and safe and stable neighborhoods.
As the regional government coordinating with
local government partners in this area, Metro is
also required to meet state land-use laws. Two
state land-use goals, Goals 6 and 7, relate to
stream and floodplain protection. Goal 6 is "to
maintain and improve the quality of the air,
water, and land resources of the state," while
Goal 7 is "to protect life and property from
natural disasters and hazards." In order to meet
these goals and respond to community wishes,
the seven-member, directly elected Metro
Council adopted performance standards for a
Stream and Floodplain Protection Plan in
November 1996.
With careful planning,
we can protect wetlands
and streams while
meeting the region's
housing needs.
The Regional Framework Plan
In 1992, voters in the Portland metropolitan region approved a home-rule charter for Metro.
The charter made planning for growth Metro's primary responsibility and required Metro to
adopt a regional framework plan no later than Dec. 31,1997.
The Regional Framework Plan, adopted on Dec. 11,1997, is a comprehensive set of policy
guidelines to manage the region's future growth and to help create livable communities.
The framework plan brings together the contents of previous regional policies to create an
integrated land-use, transportation, parks and open spaces planning framework for the
region. The plan is intended to help coordinate a consistent approach to issues of regional
significance.
Current work focuses on
goals for floodplains and
water quality. Other
parts of the functional
plan, which will be
addressed later, include
watershed planning,
preserving fish and
wildlife habitat and
regional stormwater
management.
The Stream and Floodplain Protection Plan is
one chapter in a 10-chapter Urban Growth
Management Functional Plan. This functional
plan establishes policies that apply to all 24
cities and three counties within the Metro
boundary, and includes both recommendations
and requirements for local governments to meet.
Functional plans ensure implementation of the
Regional Framework Plan. In essence, the
Regional Framework Plan is the big picture, and
the functional plan provides the details and
policy tools for implementation by local jurisdic-
tions.
The Stream and Floodplain Protection Plan has
three parts:
• performance standards, or goals that local
governments will be asked to achieve
• maps identifying where stream, river,
wetland and floodplain protection areas are
located
• a model ordinance, which provides an
example for cities and counties of one way to
meet the plan's goals.
The standards provide specific, quantifiable
regional policies for local jurisdictions to apply
to future development, while the maps and model
ordinance provide tools for achieving the
standards.
Although the performance standards outlined in
the plan were adopted in November 1996, the
standards will not take effect until after the
stream and floodplain maps and model ordinance
have been adopted. The model ordinance was
reviewed by several advisory committees and
interested residents. During spring 1998, this
ordinance and the maps went to the Metro
Council for public comment and adoption (June
1998). These tools will be used to carry out the
performance standards of the Stream and
Floodplain Protection Plan.
This report will provide background information
that will be helpful to you during implementation
of the Stream and Floodplain Protection Plan, as
well as for your own use.
Now:
• Protect floodplains
• Protect water quality
Future work:
• Protection of fish and
wildlife habitat
• Watershed planning
• Regional stormwater
management
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The Consequences of Past Actions
Our region has not been immune to water
problems. Floods have endangered low-lying
communities. People discover that the rivers
they've relied on for fishing and swimming are no
longer hospitable to people or fish. Loose soil
eroded from building sites and farms has clogged
fish spawning beds and muddied swimming
holes. Residents and public officials have begun
to wonder where we will get new sources of
clean water to support future population growth.
For example:
More than 1,000 homes were built on floodplains
in the Portland metropolitan area between 1992
and 1995. During the February 1996 floods,
nearly 200 of these homes were inundated with
water. Total costs from flooding and landslide
damage reached $60 million for the tri-county
region.
More than 213 miles of streams and rivers in the
Portland metropolitan region have been placed
on a state list of waterways with degraded water
quality, due to pollutant loads, low oxygen levels
and high water temperatures.
Many historical streams have been piped
underground or filled in. In all, we've lost
roughly 400 miles of former streams.
Wetlands are rapidly being lost. For example,
one 1981 study identified that only 200 acres of
prairie wetland remained in the Willamette
Valley, out of an estimated 150,000-350,000
acres (DSL, 1989).
Public Opinion on the Environment
In a 1992 survey by the Oregon Business Council, residents ranked commitment to
environmental quality, along with trees, parks and open spaces, as their eighth and ninth
most-important values, out of 32 value statements. Another telephone survey showed 84
percent of the region's citizens consider regional land-use planning efforts to protect farm and
forest land as "very" or "fairly" Important.
In a recent non-scientific public involvement survey conducted by Metro in the Portland area,
60 percent of more than 11,000 respondents stated that they supported greater regulations
to protect urban streams, even if it meant restricting development.
6%
72%
3%
60%
60% |
8% |
23% i
6% |
3% I
More
regulation/limit
development
Don't regulate
streams/respect
property rights
Regulate
streams, but
compensate
owners
Other
No answer
Protection of Streams Question
Metro Growth Management Survey, 1997
A Brief, Wet History
Nineteenth century
etching of the
Willamette River Falls
near Oregon City
BsJefore the first person left a footprint in what
is now Oregon, water was making its mark on the
landscape. Glaciers melted, leaving behind lakes
and wetlands. Rivers etched canyons and
sculpted the land. Occasionally, rivers breached
their banks, depositing fertile soils and creating
broad, flat and soggy valley floors.
The area's first residents centered their lives in
and around water. One important source of food
for native tribes - salmon - came from the
water, while rivers and streams served as their
thoroughfares. The early explorers, trappers,
miners, missionaries and later settlers also
exploited the region's rivers for transport, travel
and industry. Rivers still play a major role in our
business transportation system today.
Yet as the region's population and industry grew,
water quality became an issue. Each house
initially drew its water from a nearby creek,
spring or shallow well. As early as the mid-
1850s - less than 10 years after the first cabin
was built in Portland - raw sewage draining into
wells caused the first cries for regulation. The
city's first municipal water source, Caruthers
Creek, was abandoned in 1883 because timber
clearing for new homes had diminished stream
flow and drainage from the new homes had
contaminated the remaining supply.
The Willamette River naturally became the
region's major water source - as well as its main
sewer pipe. Making matters worse, occasional
high tides backed up the Columbia and
Willamette rivers, shoving Portland's river-borne
wastes back upstream. Concern over "tainted
water" from the Willamette finally led to the
creation of the Bull Run Reserve in 1892.
Creating the Bull Run Reserve provided a clean,
reliable water supply, but it did nothing to
improve local water quality. Despite efforts to
build sewers and treat wastes, by the 1950s the
Willamette had turned into little more than an
open sewer during the summer low-water
period. It carried untreated sewage as well as
the waste of pulp and paper mills, wood process-
ing plants, canneries and other industries.
People stopped boating and swimming in the
river. Dissolved oxygen levels dropped so low
that the fall Chinook salmon run dropped
drastically.
Under Gov. Tom McCall, Oregon undertook a
campaign in the 1960s to clean up the
Willamette. Oregon became one of the first
states to pass its own laws to protect water
quality. The state Department of Environmental
Quality used new regulatory muscle to address
private and public polluters. All Oregon cities
built primary and secondary sewage treatment
plants. Combined with increased summer stream
flows from upriver flood control projects, the
pollution control measures resulted in one of the
nation's most celebrated and quick environmen-
tal turnarounds.
The great Willamette cleanup took aim at the
region's most obvious water quality threat. In
some ways, it was an easy victory, fought against
a visible foe. Other water quality problems are
harder to detect.
As the region's population and industry grows,
more roads, housing developments, shopping
centers and parking lots appear on the land-
scape. Rain runs over these paved surfaces,
picking up oil, chemicals and other pollutants
from cars, along with pesticides and fertilizers
from lawns, gardens and farms. At the same
time, growth puts greater development pressure
on the remaining land, including floodplains,
wetlands and stream corridors. Polluted runoff
increases and fewer natural areas are left to
filter or capture this runoff.
Today, however, some people are demonstrating
that they can live in harmony with the landscape.
New residential and industrial developments in
Hillsboro, for example, are being created around
stream corridors, while leaving vegetation in
place along streams. Other cities, such as
Troutdale and Tualatin, and the Unified Sewerage
Agency in Washington County are also taking
steps to protect natural resources within their
jurisdictions (see examples on pages 13, 19
and 24).
Controlling runoff pollution is the next water
quality challenge for the metropolitan region. As
we head into the next century, protecting and
improving water quality, along with preventing
and reducing threats to human lives and prop-
erty caused by flooding, will be a major focus of
Metro's planning efforts.
In the 1940s citizens
protested at Portland
City Hall to clean up the
Willamette River.
Oregon Historical Society CN001253
The region contains
dozens of small
watersheds, each
nestled inside a larger
river basin.
A Profile of the Region's Water Resources
i, you fly over the metropolitan region, you look
down on a lot of water. First you notice the
rivers - the broad Columbia, the zigzagging
Willamette, the staid Tualatin, the green
Clackamas and the glacial Sandy. Looking more
closely, you see thousands of tributaries, some
big enough to be called rivers, some small
enough to straddle without much of a stretch.
Each stream in our area lies in its own water-
shed, and each of these small watersheds is in
turn encompassed by another, larger watershed.
Streams flow into other streams, then into small
rivers, next into larger rivers, until eventually all
the water flows into the Columbia.
Metro's Stream and Floodplain Protection Plan is
a first step toward watershed planning. However,
the plan focuses on only part of the solution.
Other threats, such as stormwater runoff and
loss or degradation of fish and wildlife habitat
will be addressed later in future additions to the
Regional Framework Plan.
Defining and Identifying the Resources
In this section, we will take a look at the differ-
ent types of water resources that make this area
special - including rivers, streams and wetlands.
We'll also discuss the important transition areas
between water and land - riparian areas or
"vegetated corridors" and floodplains.
Within urban
growth boundary
Legend
Watershed boundaries
Sub-basins
tWhat is a Watershed?
A watershed is any area of land from which water drains to
a common point, be it a river, pond, stream or lake.
Watersheds are bounded by topographic features such as
ridgetops. Watersheds are hierarchical, with small
watersheds nested within larger ones. A watershed can be
as large as all the land draining into the Columbia River, or
as a small as 20 acres draining to a pond.
Because all water in a watershed is connected, activities in
one part often affect other areas. For example, human
activities such as construction and timber harvesting, if not
performed responsibly, and natural events such as floods or
fire can cause erosion and degrade water quality
downstream.
Disturbances do not need to occur directly along a stream
or in the areas adjacent to it to have an adverse effect.
Each piece of the landscape (streams, vegetated corridor
and uplands) plays an important role in the watershed's
overall health. For these reasons, many ecologists and
resource managers advocate making watersheds, rather
than jurisdictional boundaries, the geographic unit for
natural resource study and management.
Divide
.
v i p Vegetated d
corridor
Habitat
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Sandy River raft trip
Rivers and Streams
F ive major rivers - the Columbia, Willamette,
Tualatin, Glackamas and Sandy - run through the
Portland region. These rivers and their tributar-
ies are as varied as the area's climate and
topography. They range from cold, clear hillside
streams with plunging waterfalls to Whitewater
rapids and riffle-and-pool trout streams to
muddy sloughs and lazy backwaters to majestic
rivers huge enough to show up on satellite
photos of the earth.
Livability and future growth in the region depend
heavily on having a plentiful supply of high-
quality water. About two thirds of the region's
municipal and industrial water supply comes
from surface waters outside the metropolitan
area, most notably the Bull Run Watershed in the
Sandy River Basin. In addition, the Glackamas
River supplies much of the south metropolitan
area with municipal water. The water intakes on
the Glackamas are located within or directly
adjacent to Metro's urban growth boundary,
which separates urban development from rural
farms and forest lands.
Significant sources of drinking water for
urbanized Washington County are provided by
the Trask and Tualatin rivers. Intakes are
located a few miles downstream of Gaston,
which is outside the Metro boundary.
What Rivers Do for Us:
• Provide recreational opportunities. Our region's
rivers and streams are widely used for
boating, fishing and swimming. Rivers and
streams have provided us with hours of fun
and recreation - from angling to rafting to
sailboats catching the sunset on the
Columbia.
• Allow for navigation and trade/economic
development. Rivers such as the Columbia
and parts of the Willamette provide river
"roads," allowing boats to access distant
ports. Barges are a common sight on the
Columbia, carrying products to and from
Eastern Washington and Oregon. On the
Willamette, the Port of Portland relies on
river connections to support international
trade.
• Support fisheries. Rivers and streams are
essential as habitat for many fish, including
the salmon and steelhead that use them as
pathways to reach the ocean and later
return to spawn a new generation. These
same fisheries, in turn, provide food for
birds, animals and people.
• Supply pure water for drinking, business and
agriculture. The Clackamas River, for
example, currently supplies drinking water
for 175,000 people. Other surface and
groundwater sources are tapped directly for
use by high-technology industry and
agriculturalists who also need high-quality
water.
Wetlands
We/etlands go by different names. Depending on
your locale, you may know them as swamps,
marshes, bogs, sloughs, fens or sedge meadows.
Wetlands come in all sizes, from a tiny half-acre
marsh to the several thousand-acre wetlands at
Smith and Bybee lakes.
Most of us picture a wet, marshy area when we
think of a wetland. But a wetland doesn't have to
be oozing moisture all of the time, or even most
of the time.
All wetlands share two characteristics: soils and
plants that are adapted for life in wet conditions.
Saturated with water or covered by shallow
water at least part of each year, or part of most
years, wetland soils and plants must be able to
stand up to the rigors of changing water levels.
One day they are soaked; another day they may
be as dry as an unused sponge.
We didn't always appreciate wetlands. In the
days when they were known as swamps, wet-
lands were the butt of jokes, the bane of develop-
ers and the backwaters of society. They were
considered good only for mosquito breeding and
garbage dumping. They were despised, drained
and destroyed - often with the backing of federal
and state governments.
In the 1970s, research on wetlands began to
turn the tide of public opinion. During the last
two decades, many people have begun to
appreciate the values and functions of wetlands.
Wetlands are now widely considered to be
sensitive habitats worthy of federal, state and
local protection. Although each wetland is
different, most perform important water quality
and hydrologic functions.
What Wetlands Do for Us:
• Trap sediment. While most moving bodies of
water naturally carry some sediment, poor
land practices erode more sediment (loose
soil) than a stream or river can handle. High
sediment loads in streams degrade water
quality, silt over fish spawning gravels, fill in
pools that provide fish habitat and kill the
aquatic insects that fish and other animals
eat. When silt-laden streams enter wetlands,
they slow down, allowing any sediment to
settle. Wetland vegetation also help trap
sediment and any pollutant it carries.
• Capture nutrients. Runoff from farmland, lawns
and gardens often carries fertilizers, which
can create high levels of nitrogen and
phosphorus in water bodies. Although
nitrogen and phosphorus are vital plant
nutrients, excessive nutrient loads in water
cause algae and aquatic plants to grow
rapidly and densely cover the water. Not only
can this be visibly unappealing, but as the
algae and plants grow and decay, they use up
oxygen in the water. This leaves less oxygen
for fish and other aquatic animals, sometimes
even killing them. Wetlands help remove
excess nutrients from the water by allowing
them to settle out with sediment and by
absorbing the nutrients into wetland plants.
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This Multnomah
Channel shoreline is
part of a Metro open
spaces acquisition that
includes 264 acres of
prime wetland and
upland riparian habitat.
Wetlands play many
roles in the natural
environment, from
'sponges' that capture
excess water and
release it when needed,
to filters'that trap
pollutants.
Remove metals and toxic organics. Pollutants
enter the water system from illegal dumps;
urban, suburban and farm runoff; and air
pollution. The list of pollutants that have
shown up in Portland region waterways
includes dioxin, mercury, lead, ammonia and
PGBs (polychlorinated biphenyls). In some
ways, wetlands act like giant kidneys,
filtering the pollutants that flow into them
and purifying the water before it discharges
back into a lake, stream or groundwater.
Control flooding. Without wetlands, rain and
melting snow moves quickly to fill nearby
streams, often causing downstream flooding
and severe erosion. Wetlands act like big
sponges - they soak up excess water during
storms, then release it slowly after floodwa-
ters recede. They do what dams do, only
more cost-effectively.
Maintain water flows. Wetlands act like water
storage reservoirs, discharging cool, clear
water during dry periods. Fall migrations of
salmon and steelhead depend on this cool
water to swim and spawn.
Recharge groundwater supplies. Water that
runs off the land quickly has little time to
percolate into the ground. By slowing and
holding moving water, wetlands provide the
time and surface area required to recharge
aquifers.
Control and prevent erosion. Stream, river,
lake and estuarine shorelines where
vegetation has been removed are prone to
damage from erosion caused by storm runoff
and waves. Wetlands protect banks from
erosion by absorbing and dissipating the
impact of waves and fast-flowing, running
water.
Provide fish and wildlife habitat. Birds and fish
need quiet, safe and food-rich areas in
which to rest, breed, give birth and feed.
Wetlands fulfill all these roles. Resident and
migrating birds depend on wetlands for
much of their lives.
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Lower costs. It makes sense and saves money
to prevent problems before they occur,
rather than respond in a crisis. In one oft-
cited example, a wetland set aside near
Boston cost one-tenth as much and provided
the same water storage capacity as a
medium-sized dam. The "pollutant removal
service" provided by wetlands can also be a
cost-saver, much less expensive than
building and operating water treatment
facilities for stormwater runoff.
Vegetated Corridors
1 he strips of trees, bushes and grasses that
grow along streams and rivers go by a few
different names. The Stream and Floodplain
Protection Plan labels them "vegetated corri-
dors" and that is the term we will use in this
handbook. They are also known as riparian
zones, stream buffers, greenspaces and
greenways. Vegetated corridors mark a transition
area between water and land.
Vegetated corridors are the areas of plants
adjacent to and influenced by a body of flowing
water (river or stream) or wetland. The plants
that grow in them often include water-loving
Scientific Studies Recommend
Range of Widths to Maintain
Beneficial Functions*
Beneficial Function
Moderate water temperature
Stabilize stream channel
Reduce sediment
Remove excess
nutrients and metals
*Metro,1997
Width of Vegetated
Corridor
(about 50-100 feet)
(about 65-100 feet)
(about 10-400 feet)
(about 13-140 feet)
grasses, bushes such as willows and trees such
as alder, maple and cottonwood.
The width of the vegetated corridor matters.
Scientific studies from throughout the country
(see table) have shown that wider corridors do a
better job protecting streams and wetlands than
narrow ones do. However, the necessary width
depends on several factors, including the kind of
plants that grow there, the slope, climate, soils
and rocks. It also depends on what activities are
occurring outside the corridor. The more urban
activity and erosion, the wider the buffer needed
to fully protect a stream or wetland.
What Vegetated Corridors Do for Us:
• Control/moderate water temperature. Trees and
plants in stream corridors provide shade,
thus helping keep water temperatures low
and moderating winter water temperatures.
Water temperatures are important to fish
because warmer water makes fish more
susceptible to diseases and contains less
oxygen for them to breathe. In streams, high
water temperatures can also kill the insects
that fish eat and allow exotic fish species
such as carp to take over.
• Stabilize stream channels and banks. When
plants are removed along a stream, the
stream banks have little defense against
fast-flowing water or floodwaters. High
waters slip over stream banks, and without
the protection of trees, plants and roots,
rapidly erode and cut into the banks. Trees
and roots growing on the banks help stabi-
lize them, slowing erosion.
• Control and capture sediment. Every stream
carries sediment. But people can produce a
lot of extra sediment as they go about their
business. Developed areas contribute
sediment from construction projects, while
farm fields contribute sediment from runoff
water and wind erosion. High sediment
levels in streams muddy the water and
cause the layering of silt, covering fish
Healthy and intact
vegetation along this
river helps maintain
water quality, filter
pollutants and maintain
stream banks.
spawning areas and decreasing the amount
of oxygen and sunlight available to aquatic
life. Metals and nutrients toxic to fish often
attach to sediment particles. Vegetated
corridors act like cleaning stations, inter-
cepting runoff, filtering it and allowing it to
settle before discharging it.
Remove excess nutrients and metals. Like
wetlands, vegetated corridors are the
kidneys of stream systems. Plants in these
corridors filter water, remove many pollut-
ants and convert nutrients into forms that
can be used by plants and absorb toxins.
This function is particularly important when
flood waters rise over the top of stream
banks and spill through the vegetated
corridors.
Moderate stormwater runoff. Vegetated
corridors, like wetlands and floodplains, are
nature's original reservoir. They slow runoff
and allow it to percolate into the ground.
This helps stabilize water levels and tem-
peratures. In one study, forest litter - dead
leaves, branches and needles - was found to
absorb water and lower stream flow by as
much as 40 percent (Metro, 1997).
CASE STUDY
Troutdale Citizens Make a Difference
LJuring the spring and summer of 1993, residents of Troutdale became outraged at what they saw
happening to their neighborhood creek. As construction work continued to destroy vegetation along
Beaver Creek, they took their concerns to the Troutdale City Council.
Dozens of local citizens contacted the city council to share their concerns about the creek and ideas
for protecting it. "We've got to do something about this," they said. "We can't let this happen." And
the council listened, hiring a consultant to develop an ordinance protecting local streams.
In July 1994, the city's ordinance was adopted. It addresses water quality, flood hazards, erosion
control and protection of hillsides and steep slopes. Since that time, the city has hired a code
enforcement officer to ensure that this ordinance, as well as other city ordinances, are taken
seriously.
The ordinance requires developments to have an approved erosion plan and to prevent and control
erosion during construction. Site crews are even asked to clean up mud that is tracked off-site
without washing it into storm drains. Other parts of the ordinance specify how to avoid flood hazards
and outline areas where development is limited, such as streamside zones and on steep slopes.
Now in place for several years, the ordinance has demonstrated how local citizens can make a
difference in protecting their backyard streams.
Local citizens from
Troutdale are actively
involved in stream
restoration activities.
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Floodplains
IVlost streams and rivers have a floodplain.
Floodplains are where the water goes when a
stream overflows its banks. The flooding water
flows out over the land, dropping its load of
sediment and eventually finding another channel
back to the stream, soaking into the ground, or a
little of both.
Since the dawn of civilization, floodplains have
cradled and nurtured humans. Their nutrient-
rich soil, abundant vegetation and wildlife,
relatively flat land and convenient water supply
make them attractive places to live. In fact, one
reason that settlers chose to build homes in the
Willamette Valley was the fertile soils, a contri-
bution of the river's huge historical floodplain.
#
Portland, as we rediscovered in 1996 and as has
been documented by numerous historic photos, is
built on a floodplain. So are many of the region's
cities, including Tualatin and Oregon City, both of
which experienced severe flooding in 1996.
Floodplains and wetlands are related yet
different. Like wetlands, floodplains represent
transition zones between aquatic and terrestrial
habitat. The main difference between them and
floodplains is their location in the landscape.
Whereas floodplains generally are found along
streams and rivers down in valleys, vegetated
corridors can be found anywhere along a body of
water. Streams in steeply sloped areas rarely
have any true floodplains.
The diagram on page 15 shows a river channel
surrounded by its floodplain. A floodplain may
have several boundaries. Loosely defined, "top of
bank" means the water's edge when river banks
are full. The "FEMA floodplain" is the area likely
to flood during a severe storm, as mapped by the
Federal Emergency Management Agency. The
"historical floodplain" is the area that was
underwater during past floods.
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What Floodplains Do for Us:
• Store water and reduce flooding. Like a giant
pan filled with sponges, floodplains soak up
water. They also disperse and store water
over a wide area. By providing water
storage, floodplains reduce peak flood flows,
slow the rush of water and limit flood
damage. When left undeveloped, floodplains
can prevent and reduce flooding in other
areas by containing the water where it will
least threaten human lives and property.
• Help protect/maintain water quality. Like
wetlands, floodplains are natural water
purifiers. An undisturbed floodplain and its
plants filter surface runoff and capture
sediment. They trap and filter nutrients,
wastes, heavy metals such as lead and
mercury, toxins and sediment from flooding
water.
• Recharge groundwater supplies. Floodwaters
recharge underground aquifers with filtered
water. Nature's version of a rainy day fund,
floodplains hold water in reserve and then
allow for discharges to groundwater and
streams during dry periods. This helps
maintain water quality and flow.
• Provide habitat for fish and wildlife. Animals
long ago figured out that floodplains make
good neighborhoods in which to raise a
family. They offer a wide variety of shelter
and cover from predators. They provide
excellent storm shelters when a river is
flooding. They offer a smorgasbord of food
and provide overnight accommodations,
hosting ducks, geese and other waterfowl on
their long migrations.
• Offer scientific, historic, recreational, agricultural
and aesthetic values. Floodplains make ideal
natural laboratories, classrooms and
playgrounds. Because those who came
before us lived in and used floodplains, they
are important venues for studying and
researching history, archeology and anthro-
pology.
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Top of bank
FEMA floodplain
boundary
Historical
flood boundary
(Top)Thel948Vanport
flood is a dramatic
reminder of what can
happen when we build
in the floodplains.
(Bottom) Elements of a
floodplain
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The Problems: Causes and Effects
mmm .^
Much of downtown
Tualatin, located in the
Tualatin River floodplain,
was flooded in February
1996.
1996, Spencer B. Gross
I t is no coincidence that the Portland metropoli-
tan region is experiencing water resource
problems at the same time it is undergoing rapid
population growth and development. In 1997, the
region experienced 2.5 percent growth per year,
compared to a national growth rate of about 1
percent. Unfortunately, rapid growth and
development and water resource problems often
go hand in glove. Many American cities have
faced, and continue to deal with, these problems.
Sometimes, however, it takes a crisis to make
people take notice. For the Portland metropoli-
tan region, that crisis came in 1996.
For several years prior to 1996, there was
relatively low rainfall in the region. Catastrophic
floods seemed a distant memory, seen only in the
faded black-and-white photographs of historical
records. During this time, the metropolitan area
economy boomed. Homes and shopping centers
sprouted across the landscape, often on flood-
plains and wetlands. Inside Metro's boundary,
more than 1,000 new household units were built
in or close to floodplains between 1992 and
1995.
Then, in February 1996, rains and melting snow
caused entire towns to flood. Homes and busi-
nesses were inundated with floodwaters, causing
extensive damage to buildings and their contents.
Steep slopes gave way, carrying homes to the
bottom of muddy ravines. When the waters
receded, the repair bill approached $60 million
in the tri-county area.
The flood underscored a problem that had been
building for years. Despite local, regional, state
and federal regulations and protections, flood
hazards and water pollution had increased.
Exacerbated by the region's growing population
and development pressures, the problem was
only getting worse.
The causes of the problems varied, but all
involved the region's appetite for land, people's
fondness for altering the natural landscape to
suit their needs and a misunderstanding of, or
lack of appreciation for, natural processes.
The sources of the problem are tough to identify.
To a large degree, bald-faced sources of
pollution - the stereotypical leaking sewage or
industrial waste pipes - have been identified,
regulated and cleaned up, and face continued
monitoring. The ongoing problem is more
insidious because it comes from everywhere,
which is why it is known as "non-point" pollution.
Whatever the sources, the contributors to
flooding, water quality degradation, erosion and
sedimentation have been well-documented:
• Loss of streams. We have culverted, piped,
channelized and sometimes simply covered
streams. In the metropolitan region alone,
nearly 400 miles of historical streams have
been routed into underground pipes or
eliminated entirely.
• Loss of wetlands. Over time, thousands of
acres of wetlands have been drained and
filled for development.
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• Loss of floodplains. Floodplains have also been
filled in with houses and stores, as rivers
that once meandered across wide valleys
are constrained by walls and dams to
narrow channels.
• Loss of vegetated corridors. Plants along
streams and wetlands have been removed to
make way for buildings and roads.
In some cases, these practices not only have
directly damaged our natural resources, they
also have led to a number of unfortunate
consequences:
• Flooding. The February 1996 flood inundated
nearly 200 homes built between 1992 and
1995. The problem was that more and more
paved surfaces in the region sent water
flowing quickly to the floodplains, yet much
of the floodplain's water storage capacity
had been removed by development. Instead
of flowing across wetlands and natural
areas, the floodwaters flowed through
homes in its path.
Health concerns and unhealthy streams. More
than 213 miles along 34 stream and river
stretches and lakes in the Portland metro-
politan region have been placed on the
Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality's 303-(d) list. Politely known as
"water quality-limited waterbodies," these
streams, rivers and lakes suffer problems
ranging from high water temperatures to
contamination with bacteria (excess human
waste) and unhealthy concentrations of lead,
mercury and dioxin.
Sedimentation. Uncontrolled construction-site
erosion have been reported at rates of 35 to
45 tons per acre per year, compared with a
rate of less than one ton per acre per year
from undisturbed woodlands (EPA, 1993). As
construction/development continues in our
region, we must guard against increasing
soil and sediment eroding into streams.
Timber harvesting, farming, construction and
other human pursuits erode soils and
overwhelm the ability of a waterbody to
handle the resulting load of sediment.
Streams shown in dark
green are former
streams that have now
disappeared
underground, piped
under streets and
parking lots.
RM,kr
Legend
Historical streams
Existing streams
Outside Metro
boundary
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In 1996,213 miles of
our region's streams
and rivers (shown in
green) were included in
a state list of degraded
waterbodies.
Landslides. Steep slopes naturally "creep"
down hillsides, pulled by gravity. Removing
vegetation from a slope "greases the skids"
and results in landslides that cause environ-
mental and property damage and, some-
times, human tragedy.
Disruption of groundwater recharge and
increased flooding. Impervious surfaces, such
as roads, rooftops and parking lots, act like
water-tight lids, preventing water from
soaking into the soil. The total runoff from a
one-acre parking lot has been reported to be
about 16 times more than that produced from
an undeveloped meadow of the same size.
Because of the huge volume of water, the
runoff flows quickly to rivers and streams
rather than having time to soak slowly into
the ground. In certain circumstances, this
can aggravate flooding problems.
Damage to wildlife. Paved surfaces also act
like giant heated gutters, warming rainwater
and sending it gushing into the nearest
waterbody. This runoff is often laden with
pollutants that degrade water quality and
harm fish and other water-dependent
organisms.
Destruction of habitat. Development within
floodplains reduces their ability to store
excess water, removes plants that filter and
purify water and destroys fish and wildlife
habitat.
Economic costs. Erosion causes loss of
productive soil for farming. Build-up of
sediment in rivers decreases water storage
capacity, interferes with navigation and
increases risks of flooding.
Human costs. While the February 1996 floods
came with a multimillion-dollar repair price
tag, it is impossible to assess the human
cost of suffering and anguish that was
caused.
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CASE STUDY
Washington County Erosion Program Protects Soil -
and the Tualatin, too
If you build in the Tualatin River basin, you're already helping prevent and control erosion that could
pollute waterways. That is, if the Unified Sewerage Agency (USA) of Washington County has anything
to say about it.
In the 1980s, the Tualatin River was in sad shape. Fish populations were disappearing, and the water
contained high levels of sediment and phosphorus. The Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
took note, calling the river "water quality-limited" and requiring the USA to manage an erosion
control program within the urban portions of Washington County, as well as the area's stormwater
system.
In 1990, the USA began its erosion control program. Any landowner or developer who will disturb
500 square feet or more of soil (which includes parking lots and single-family homes) during con-
struction must participate in the program. They apply for an erosion permit and receive at least two
inspections during construction, an initial inspection and a final inspection. In the meantime, each
site is monitored during the entire construction phase. Developers and builders are also asked to
follow best management practices, outlined in a detailed handbook.
To help educate local developers and builders about the program, the USA makes one-on-one visits
and offers classroom seminars, as well as distributes flyers showing erosion management practices.
Although the local development community showed some resistance initially, the program is gradu-
ally becoming an accepted part of doing business in Washington County. In recent years, says Fred
Wright, an erosion inspector with the agency, "We're seeing lots of preventative measures rather than
sediment controls. The whole philosophy is shifting." He attributes the success to a "simple, stream-
lined program" and the agency's efforts to always keep its customers in mind. "Our goal is cost-
effective, environmentally sensitive management," he says, pointing out that when more eroded soil
enters storm drains, more maintenance is needed and everyone's costs rise.
Ground cover helps
prevent erosion from
the start and captures
soil that escapes from
the site.
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Adopted Regional Policies:
Protecting Resources
Streams and wetlands
can be protected while
development occurs.
1 he Portland metropolitan region faces critical
water resource issues. Water quality is at risk.
Flood hazards are rising. As population and
development grow, pressure builds on the
remaining natural resources.
Water quality and flood control are keys to the
region's continued livability, as well as a crucial
requirement to the long-term economic health of
the area.
These same issues plague many other areas.
The Puget Sound basin, for example, has lost
70 percent of its wetlands. Significant losses of
wetlands have also occurred in the Portland
metropolitan area, with a ten percent loss of
wetlands in the Tualatin Basin between 1975
and 1988 (DSL, 1989).
The United States as a whole loses about
300,000 acres of wetlands each year. More than
half of all U.S. wetlands have been destroyed or
rendered useless (USFWS, 1984).
This region, however, differs from other areas in
some important ways. Although we face prob-
lems with water quality and flooding, it's not too
late. Many waterways, wetlands and floodplains
remain in acceptable shape or at least are
capable of being restored and improved. Existing
policies, regulations and protections are begin-
ning to make an impact. With the support of
concerned and aware citizens, the region can
turn the tide.
Responding to public concerns about water
quality and flooding as well as state land use
goals, Metro has developed policies designed to
reduce the impacts of new development along
streams and wetlands and in floodplains. By
adopting the Stream and Floodplain Protection
Plan (part of the Urban Growth Management
Functional Plan) in November 1996, the Metro
Council acknowledged that streams, rivers,
wetlands, vegetated corridors and floodplains are
important.
By establishing performance standards in the
plan, Metro's policies provide specific, measur-
able regional goals that local jurisdictions must
achieve in their local codes. These standards
apply only to new development and redevelop-
ment over a certain threshold, not to existing
homes and buildings.
Performance Standards for
Floodplain Management
Requirements to protect floodplains:
• Require "balanced cut and fill" for any new
development in the floodplain. Balanced cut
and fill provides an alternative to limiting
development in the floodplain, for cities
where this is not feasible. With balanced cut
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and fill, developers who add soil or fill
materials to one part of the floodplain are
asked to excavate at least an equivalent
amount of soil or fill in another part of the
floodplain. This ensures that even when
development is allowed, the water storage
capacity of a floodplain is maintained. This
practice in already being used in several
areas, including Washington County.
• Require temporary fills from construction to be
removed. This practice ensures that a
floodplain can retain its water storage
capacity over time, rather than losing
storage capacity due to fill materials.
Performance Standards for Water Quality
Requirements to protect water quality:
• Retain vegetation along rivers, streams and
wetlands for all new development. Developers
would be asked to leave vegetation in
vegetated corridors along rivers, streams
and wetlands as they plan and build new
developments. Leaving this vegetation intact
will help protect water quality by capturing
pollutants, slowing water flows (and thus
preventing severe erosion) and moderating
water temperatures. Inside these vegetated
corridors, or "water quality resource areas,"
new development would be restricted.
• Establish minimum widths for vegetated corridors
of 50 feet from the top of the bank on both sides
of streams for areas of less than 25 percent
slope. Steeper slopes (more than 25 per-
cent), would be protected by up to 200-foot
vegetated corridor on each side of the
stream, depending on the extent of the steep
slopes. Corridor widths specified in the
Stream and Floodplain Protection Plan are
intended to help protect water quality in
streams, rivers and wetlands. They are at
the lower end of what scientists have
determined is necessary to protect streams
(Metro, 1997).
Establish erosion prevention and sediment control
for all new development within the Metro
boundary, regardless of the size of the develop-
ment. The emphasis of this performance
standard is on preventing erosion in the first
place, using tools such as ground covers and
landscaping during construction. Developers
will also be asked to prepare a plan for
preventing and controlling erosion during
and after the construction phase.
Prohibit uncontained uses of hazardous materials
along rivers and streams. This practice,
required by the Oregon Department of
Environmental Quality, will help prevent
hazardous materials from being washed into
streams and rivers during rainstorms and
flood events.
Local Implementation
Local cities and counties have up to 18 months
after Metro Council adoption to review their local
code and ensure that it is consistent with the
performance standards. They will need to change
their land use codes, if needed. After the local
review and adoption period, cities and counties
will administer the performance standards.
Students from Portland
Public Schools worked
with city staff and
consultants to restore a
section of the Johnson
Creek bank in Johnson
Creek Park.
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The Stream and
Floodplain Protection
maps identify
floodplains, streams,
wetlands and vegetated
corridor widths.
Model Ordinance and Map
Metro has developed two tools to support local
government efforts to comply with the Stream
and Floodplain Protection Plan. First, a model
ordinance provides an example of code language
that achieves the performance standards.
Second, Metro has mapped water resource
areas and floodplain protection zones.
The performance standards take effect 18
months after the Metro Council adopts the model
ordinance and maps. A draft model ordinance
was developed by Metro's Water Resource Policy
Advisory Committee, a diverse group represent-
ing water providers, surface water management
agencies, environmental groups, cities and
counties, business representatives and citizens.
The maps and model ordinance were adopted by
the Metro Council on June 18, 1998.
The stream and floodplain maps are detailed
maps that show where streams, rivers, wetlands
and floodplains are located and specify an area
of protection around them. Metro has taken care
to ensure that the maps are as accurate as
possible. Vegetated corridors and floodplains
were mapped in detail using a geographic
information system that contained the best
available information from federal and local
sources. The maps were provided, along with
recent aerial photos, to cities and counties so
that those familiar with the local conditions
could review the maps for accuracy.
Title 3 DRAFT
Section lslwO9
Wetlands
FEMA 100-year
floodplain
Primary protected
water feature
Riparian area or
vegetated corridor
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Stream and Floodplain Protection Tools
Balancing development and environmental
protection sometimes requires flexibility. Metro
and its local partners have identified policy
options that local governments can use as they
apply the performance measures to specific
cases.
Density transfers, for example, are used to protect
streams and floodplains by allowing a property
owner or developer to "transfer" a certain
density of housing units, instead of building right
next to a stream or wetland (see example, page
24).
Hardship variances, or exceptions, are granted for
properties wholly within a protected area, thus
allowing for economic development and use of
property.
Conservation easements can be used to allow
certain uses with no practical alternative, such
as trails and roads, near streams and wetlands,
while still providing for the protection of re-
sources.
Metro has acquired land that has critical water
features such as streambanks, or wetlands as
another way to protect these areas. The open
spaces, parks and streams bond measure
approved by voters in May 1995 has already
resulted in the protection of more than 3,300
acres and 20 miles of stream and river banks.
Metro's goal is to acquire a total of 6,000 acres
through this effort.
(left) Clear Creek
Canyon, a Metro
acquisition through the
open spaces bond
measure in Clackamas
County.
(right) Protecting
streams and floodplains
can be accomplished by
transfer of density from
one part of the property
to another.
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Density transfers are
already being successfully
used around the region,
such as this example in
Tualatin.
CASE STUDY
Density Transfers Protect Tualatin Creek and Wetland
Oince the early 1970s, the city of Tualatin has protected streams and wetlands by working with
developers to build around water features, not in them. In return, developers are offered a "density
transfer," enabling them to place planned housing units on the remaining part of the property. During
the past 25 years, four developments along Nyberg Greek have used this option.
As early as 1973, when the first two Rolling Hills apartment complexes were built east of Interstate 5
and south of Nyberg Road, the city worked with the developer during the architectural review
application process to keep the buildings away from Nyberg Creek and its associated wetlands.
Although the buildable portion of the 17-acre lot was only seven acres, the developer was allowed to
build 218 housing units on the property. By using a density transfer, the approved density was 31.5
units per net acre of upland, rather than the 12.8 units per net acre that would have been built on
the entire property. Thus, the wetland and stream were protected and the developer gained a set of
"wetland view" apartments.
In 1980 and 1992, two more apartment complexes were built along Nyberg Creek, again using
density transfers to protect the creek and wetlands while allowing 59 and 267 housing units to be
built.
Tualatin has continued to use density transfers as a tool to protect streams and wetlands, while
allowing for efficient development in other parts of the property.
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Next Steps
IVletro's Stream and Floodplain Protection
Plan is an important step in protecting water
quality and preventing floods. The plan affirms
the need to start taking action now. However, it
is only a first step.
Throughout urban watersheds, runoff from roofs
and roads continues to carry pollutants into
waterways and increase water flows in rivers
and streams. Policy makers recognize that
providing water quality protection and flood
control are complex and difficult tasks that will
require comprehensive watershed approaches.
The Stream and Floodplain Protection Plan
tackles one piece of this picture. More compre-
hensive watershed and stormwater management
will be addressed through later policies that will
be added to the Regional Framework Plan.
To gauge the effectiveness of the Stream and
Floodplain Protection Plan, Metro is considering
evaluating water quality trends in the region's
streams. Existing water quality and quantity data
generated by federal and state agencies would be
analyzed, data gaps identified and additional
data gathered.
Another area still needing action is protection of
regionally significant fish and wildlife habitat.
State land-use Goal 5 mandates that local
jurisdictions adopt plans to protect natural
resources and conserve scenic and historic areas
and open space. Metro's Stream and Floodplain
Protection Plan recommends that local govern-
ments meet Goal 5 mandates by addressing fish
and wildlife habitat protection in their local
comprehensive plans.
The Urban Growth Management Functional Plan
also requires Metro to complete an analysis of
regionally significant fish and wildlife habitat.
The analysis must be done within 18 months
from the effective date of the functional plan.
The protection of
regionally significant
fish and wildlife habitat
is a next step in
completing the Stream
and Floodplain
Protection Plan.
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Citizen Involvement and Stewardship
Citizen involvement is
crucial to the continued
protection of streams
and floodplain areas.
If you'd like to learn more about regional
stream and floodplain policies or if you want to
get involved in the planning process and have a
voice in how these policies are shaped, you
have several options. Resources also are
available if you want to help streams, wetlands
and floodplains in your community or your own
property.
If you want to learn more or get involved with
the Stream and Floodplain Management Plan,
you can:
• invite a speaker from Metro to give a
presentation to your local organization. To
request a speaker, call Metro at 797-1871.
• pick up from Metro copies of written
materials such as the model ordinance and
performance standards, a technical paper
about the Stream and Floodplain Protec-
tion Plan, and a "frequently asked ques-
tions" sheet.
• review the stream and floodplain protec-
tion maps. Copies are available at local
government offices and Metro. A free small
black-and-white copy can be produced for
your local area upon request. Gall 797-
1833 to request a map.
• contact your city or county planning depart-
ments for an update on how they are
complying with the plan and to review
stream and floodplain protection maps.
Regional and local policies, while important, only
can reach so far. At some point, the everyday
work of protecting and restoring natural re-
sources such as streams and floodplains falls to
informed, responsible citizens such as you.
You can make a difference in your city, neighbor-
hood or your own backyard. By working on your
own, joining a local watershed council or joining
in a watershed "friends" group, for example, you
can help keep a stream clean, increase its
wildlife habitat value and monitor water quality.
You can watch for and identify problems such as
erosion, flooding or pollution.
To learn more about ways to get involved in
protecting water quality and floodplains, contact
the following organizations:
Unified Sewerage Agency of Washington County,
648-8621
City of Portland, Bureau of Environmental
Services, 823-7740
Clackamas County Department of Utilities,
650-3323
Your local city or county planning, engineering or
parks department.
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